Identifying network architecture from recorded neural activity is one of the major challenges in neuroscience. A key requirement for this challenge is the knowledge of the statistical inputoutput relation of single neurons operating under in vivo conditions. However, lack of analytical representation even for a standard neuron model prohibited theoretical investigations. Recently we provided an exact analytical solution of spike-timing for a leaky integrate-and-fire (LIF) neuron responding to synaptic inputs under noisy background input balanced near the threshold [Shomali et. al., J Comput Neurosci 44, (2018): 147]. Using that solution, we construct a unified framework that links synaptic inputs, nonlinearity of spiking, network architecture, and statistics of population activity. With this approach, we theoretically predict correlated population activity of in vivo neurons that receive common inputs under different network architectures. It allows us to present a quantitative method to unveil the network architecture behind the sparse population activity ubiquitously observed in visual and hippocampal neurons. We show that two motifs can disclose this activity: Inhibitory common inputs to three (or more) 1 neurons or excitatory common inputs to pairs of neurons. By comparing model prediction with empirical observation of monkey V1 neurons [Ohiorhenuan et. al., Nature 466, (2010): 617], we quantitatively rule out the scenario that common inhibition causes the observed sparse activity characterized by negative triple-wise interactions among the neurons. Instead, we show that an alternative architecture with common excitatory inputs to pairs of neurons well explains it. The proposed analytical approach that connects neural mechanisms with neural interactions could serve as a useful tool to probe network architecture, using recordings of population activity.
Introduction
One interest in neuroscience is to reveal neural circuitries using recorded neurons' activities that are constrained by synaptic connections, and the nonlinear spiking dynamics of individual neurons. There exist many theoretical studies, all trying to make a connection between network structure and neural activity's statistics (Hu et al., 2013 (Hu et al., , 2014 Ocker et al., 2017a; Ostojic et al., 2009; Pernice et al., 2011; Rosenbaum et al., 2017; Trousdale et al., 2012) . However, nearly most of them consider a linear response around stationary distribution and did not take account of the nonlinearity in the single neuron's input-output relation(but see Ocker et al. 2017b) . Such attempts are justified as long as synaptic strengths are weak enough so one single input is quite unlikely to cause the spike of the postsynaptic neuron; however such an assumption of weak synaptic input is in contrast with the task of revealing network architecture, where we cannot neglect strong synaptic connections.
Here we look at the simplest possible scenario, where the experimentalist records spiking activity of three neurons in vivo, but he/she cannot reveal neural connectivity directly. Will the three neurons spike independently, or be correlated due to shared inputs? In the latter case, are such inputs shared between each pair of them, or among three of them? Are shared inputs excitatory or inhibitory? And finally, does either of the three observed neurons make a direct synaptic connection to another of them? It is quite interesting that a closed-form analytic relation that addresses the nonlinearity of input-output in a spiking neuron model, lets us answer almost all of these questions.
By using the analytical model, we examine correlations in simultaneous spiking activity of two and three neurons in a small time window. For this aim, we use the information geometric measures of neural interactions (Nakahara and Amari, 2002) , known as pairwise and triple-wise interactions, that explain excess or paucity of synchronous spikes expected from their independent activity. The interaction among three neurons was experimentally examined by Ohiorhenuan et al. in V1 of monkey in vivo. They found significant negative triple-wise interactions if neurons are spatially close (Ohiorhenuan et al., 2010; Ohiorhenuan and Victor, 2011) ; it indicates significantly higher probability for simultaneous silence of three neurons. Hence the population activity is less synchronous compared to the activity without the triple-wise interactions, despite they exhibit positive pairwise correlations. The same negative triple-wise interactions were reported for nearby neurons in hippocampal slices (Shimazaki et al., 2015) .
Recently, we theoretically investigated the statistical dependency of postsynaptic spikes on synaptic inputs for an LIF neuron, which includes synaptic and membrane dynamics (Shomali et al., 2018) . Despite the fact that integration and thresholding mechanism of neuronal firing tend to regularize inter-spike intervals, neuronal spikes in vivo are highly variable (Shadlen and Newsome, 1998; Softky and Koch, 1993) ; it is suggested to be the result of balanced inputs from excitatory and inhibitory neurons near spiking threshold (Shadlen and Newsome, 1998; Sompolinsky, 1996, 1998) . We derived the dependency of output spikes on the synaptic input of interest, called a signaling input, in a noisy background, when the membrane potential is close to the threshold regime (Shomali et al., 2018) , a condition neuron encounters in vivo during stimulus presentation (Tan et al., 2014) . The resultant exact analytical solution of the spike timing density serves as a useful method to study neural population activity in more realistic conditions than previous studies.
Here, using the established relationship between the signaling input and spikes of postsynaptic neurons, we elucidate the impact of common signaling input on the population activity. More specifically, we construct a unified model that connects the synaptic inputs, spiking nonlinearity, network architecture with different types of common inputs, and statistics of population activity for a small number of neurons. Next, based on this theoretical study, we reveal possible architecture behind the observed sparse population activity characterized by the negative triple-wise interactions (Ohiorhenuan et al., 2010) .
Materials and Methods
Leaky integrate-and-fire neuron at the threshold regime In this subsection, we briefly introduce the exact statistical solution of the postsynaptic spike density (Shomali et al., 2018) . The neuron receives a synaptic input (a signaling input) on top of background weak synaptic inputs that bring the membrane potential close to the threshold. The background activity is modeled as the Gaussian white noise which may replicate the synaptic inputs to V1 neurons when a visual stimulus is presented (Tan et al., 2014) . Below, we bring the stochastic differential equation for membrane potential of the LIF neuron model, and the solution for the Inter-Spike-Interval (ISI) density when neuron receives the signaling input on top of the Gaussian noise.
We consider an LIF neuron with membrane time constant of τ m and threshold voltage of V θ , receiving transient signaling input, ∆I, at time τ b , and independent Gaussian noise, I 0 ( Fig 1A) :
the input current, I(t) is:
where I 0 (t) is the background input induced by presynaptic neurons and ∆I(t, τ b ) is the transient signaling input. The background input has a mean (Ī) and a variance (2D/τ m ) where D is the diffusion coefficient. The ISI density as a function of signaling input's amplitude (A) and spike timing (τ b ) for arbitrary shape of transient signaling input (∆I) when t ≥ τ b at the threshold regime, reads (Shomali et al., 2018) :
where
In the absence of signaling input (t < τ b ), the ISI density reduces to the known formula (Tuckwell, 1988; Wang and Uhlenbeck, 1945) :
In the following analysis, we use Eq 3 with a square shape of signaling input given by
Spiking density of LIF neuron after signaling input arrival
In order to further analyze the effect of the signaling input, it is convenient to consider postsynaptic spike timing relative to the arrival time of the signaling input ( Fig 1A, Left) . We reset the time origin to the timing of signaling input arrival, and find the density f (τ ) that postsynaptic neuron spikes at τ after the signaling input arrival. Suppose that the last spike of the postsynaptic neuron occurred at τ b ms before the arrival of signaling input (Fig 1A, Right) . , 1985) .
Then the conditional density of postsynaptic spike time, f (τ |τ b ), is calculated as (Shomali et al., 2018) :
where the denominator is a normalization term to satisfy ∞ 0 f (τ |τ b )dτ = 1. Next, we compute the probability density of the postsynaptic spike timing averaged over various timings of τ b . Given the fixed time origin at the signaling input arrival, the probability density of the duration τ b is known to follow the probability of backward recurrence time from the renewal point process theory (Cox, 1962) . This density is given as p
where µ is the mean firing rate of postsynaptic neuron when there is no signaling input, given as µ = ( ∞ 0 sJ 0 (V θ , s) ds) −1 . By marginalizing Eq 7 with respect to τ b and using the backward recurrence time, p(τ b ), we obtain (Shomali et al., 2018) :
Note that when the amplitude of signaling input, A, is diminished to zero,
The probability of having one or more spike events in time window ∆ is given by a cumulative density function of f (τ ):
where the subscript A indicates that it is the function of amplitude of the signaling input. In the absence of signaling input, we have F 0 (∆) = ∆ 0 f 0 (τ )dτ . Based on the probability of spiking within specific window ∆, F A (∆), one can find the probability of patterns considering the assumption that neurons are conditionally independent. This calculation is described in the next section. Figure 1B shows the marginalized spiking density at time τ after signaling input arrival for squared shape input (Eq 6, dashed black lines). Early spiking (small τ ) after the arrival of excitatory (inhibitory) input is highly more (less) probable, compared to no-signaling input case (dashed blue lines). However, the spiking densities with or without the signaling input are virtually identical at sufficiently large τ ; indicating the short-lasting effect of the signaling input. Accordingly, the cumulative distribution functions, F A (∆), (Fig 1 insets) with or without the signaling input differ for small ∆, but are indistinguishable for large ∆. This result implies that we cannot discern the presence of signaling input if we use large time window.
Results

Neural interactions as a function of signaling input and network architecture
In this section, we connect the single neuron properties to statistics of population activity. For this goal, we analyze correlated activity of a small number of neurons when they receive common signaling inputs. To formally investigate the neuronal interactions including higherorder interactions, we use the information geometric measure of correlations (Amari, 2009b; Martignon et al., 2000; Nakahara and Amari, 2002) . The higher-order interaction measured by this framework indicates the neuronal interactions that cannot be expected by the lower order statistics.
I. Pairwise interaction in the presence of a common signaling input
We analyze the interaction of two postsynaptic neurons receiving a common signaling input in addition to independent background noise (Fig 2A, Top) . The middle panel of Fig 2A illustrates the timing of postsynaptic spikes before and after the common input arrival. By binning their spike sequences with a ∆ time window (Fig 2A, Middle, and Left), we compute probabilities of activity patterns of postsynaptic neurons. We assume that neurons sparsely receive a random common input with firing rate λ in a Poissonian fashion. We then, segment the spike sequences using bins aligned at the onset of common input. Let x i = {0, 1} (i = 1, 2) be a binary variable, where x i = 1 represents that the ith neuron emitted one or more spikes in the bin, and x i = 0 represents that the neuron was silent.
We denote by P (x 1 , x 2 ) the probability mass function of the binary activity patterns of the two postsynaptic neurons. Here P (1, 1) and P (0, 0) are the probabilities that both neurons are, respectively, active and silent within ∆. Similarly, P (1, 0) is the probability that neuron 1 emits one or more spikes while neuron 2 is silent during ∆; P (0, 1) represents the opposite situation. The probability mass function is represented in the form of an exponential family distribution as
where (θ p 1 , θ p 2 , θ p 12 ) are the canonical parameters, and ψ is a log-normalization parameter. In particular, θ p 12 is an information geometric measure of pairwise interaction (Amari, 2001 (Amari, , 2009b Nakahara and Amari, 2002) . Accordingly, pairwise interaction parameter is computed as:
If the binary activity of two neurons are independent, then θ p 12 = 0. For two neurons, we construct the probabilities of the activity patterns by using the probability of spike occurrence in a bin ∆ (Eq 9). Since two neurons receive common inputs, they are conditionally independent. Thus using Eq 9:
where A stands for the amplitude of common input current. So A = 0 represents the absence of common input. Since the rate of common input is λ, it is applied at λ∆ × 100% of the bins whereas it is absent in (1 − λ∆) × 100% of the bins. Accordingly, we consider the spike sequences of two postsynaptic neurons as a mixture of the two conditions, with or without the common input. Hence the probabilities of the activity patterns would be: The last spike of Neuron 1 (Neuron 2) has occurred τ b1 (τ b2 ) before the arrival of common input, and their next spikes happen at τ 1 (τ 2 ) after that. Bottom, middle: The conditional ISI density after input arrival is calculated by Eq 7. Marginalizing over previous spike (τ b ), the probability of spiking after input arrival (ISI density) is achieved (Eq 8). The next step is calculating the cumulative density function (Eq 9) that is the probability of having one or more spikes within window ∆. Bottom, right: Based on F A (∆) and the fact that neurons are independent, the probability of having a particular pattern of spikes for two neurons is obtained. Four possible binary activity patterns (00, 01, 10, 11) of two postsynaptic neurons and their associated probabilities (P ij , i, j ∈ {0, 1}). The '1' denotes occurrence of at least one spike within the ∆ time window, whereas the '0' represents the silence of neuron within this window.
The pairwise interaction predicted by the mixture model is compared with simulated spike sequences (Eq 11, 13) . Figure 3A displays the interaction for different bin sizes, ∆, when the two neurons receive common excitatory input. The pairwise interaction predicted by the mixture model agrees with the simulation results (Left panel, red and gray lines respectively). θ p 12 has an increasing trend with the rate of common input (Fig 3A, Right) . However, if we increase the bin size, the probability of having one or more spikes within ∆ increases and saturates to 1 (Fig 2B,  Inset) regardless of presence or absence of the signaling input. It means F A (∆)/F 0 (∆) → 1, which results in vanishing pairwise interaction as the bin size increases. In sum, we can hardly discriminate between the presence and absence of common input if we use a large bin size.
We examine pairwise interactions by changing two independent parameters, scaled amplitude Common input rate, λ [Hz] θ 12 Pairwise interaction, of the signaling input A/(τ m V θ ) and scaled variability of the noisy background input D/(τ m V 2 θ ) ( Fig 3B) . As expected, the pairwise interactions are positive for both common excitatory and inhibitory inputs. However, the interactions are significantly weaker in the inhibitory case. It implies that it is difficult to observe the effect of inhibitory common input for this range of postsynaptic firing rate and that the strong pairwise interactions are the indicator of having common excitatory input.
For each value of normalized diffusion coefficient, D/(τ m V 2 θ ), there exists a critical normalized amplitude for common excitatory input, A/(τ m V θ ) ∼ 1. From that critical value on, postsynaptic neuron's spiking density, and consequently pairwise interaction, does not change anymore (Fig 3B, Right) . The saturation value of pairwise interaction is inversely correlated with normalized diffusion coefficient; since higher normalized diffusion coefficient disperses the voltage trajectories of membrane potential, the probability of spiking after common input arrival decreases. Similar behavior for θ p 12 is observed for inhibitory input (Fig 3B, Left) . Nevertheless, in contrary to the common excitatory input case, pairwise interaction and D/(τ m V 2 θ ) are directly correlated.
II. Higher-order interaction among three neurons receiving common signaling inputs
We now extend the analysis of neural interactions to three neurons. In the exponential form, the probability mass function of binary activity patterns for three neurons is written as
If θ t 123 (the triple-wise interaction parameter) is 0, the distribution reduces to the pairwise maximum entropy model, i.e., the least structured model that maximizes the entropy given that the event rates of individual neurons and joint event rates of two neurons are specified (Cover and Thomas, 1991) . That is, a positive (negative) triple-wise interaction indicates that the three neurons generate synchronous events more often (less) than the chance coincidence expected from event rates of individual neurons and their pairwise correlations. From this equation, the triple-wise interaction among three neurons for exponential family of probability mass function, is calculated as (Amari, 2009a; Nakahara and Amari, 2002) : θ t 123 = log P (1, 1, 1)P (1, 0, 0)P (0, 1, 0)P (0, 0, 1) P (0, 0, 0)P (0, 1, 1)P (1, 0, 1)P (1, 1, 0) .
Here, studying interaction among three neurons is motivated by some experimental studies (Ohiorhenuan et al., 2010; Ohiorhenuan and Victor, 2011) which recorded the activity of three neurons simultaneously. Two possible scenarios during recording of three neurons can happen for common input (Fig 4A) ; common input can be shared among three neurons (red connections) or it can be shared between two neurons (green connections). Assuming symmetry, the former one leads to star architecture (Fig 4B, left) while the latter one makes the triangle architecture ( Fig 4B, right) . So in the following, we investigate triple-wise interactions of neurons under two different architectures of the common signaling input.
In the first architecture (star architecture), three neurons receive a single common signaling input at the same time (Fig 4B, Left) . The conditional probability of activity patterns given a common input to all three neurons is P . This leads to two major family of underlying architectures and thus behaviors: the star architecture which addresses a common input to the three postsynaptic neurons (B, left), and the triangle architecture that common inputs are given to each pair of three postsynaptic neurons (B, right). We have further symmetry among them so that a common input to one pair is accompanied by two other common inputs to the two other pairs.
. Thus, we model spike occurrence by a mixture of the two conditions, with or without common input, as:
In the second architecture (triangular architecture), each pair of three neurons receives common signaling input from an independent presynaptic neuron with frequency λ (Fig 4B, Right) . The first, second, and third common inputs project to neuron 1 and 2, neuron 2 and 3, and neuron 1 and 3, respectively. The three common inputs are independent from each other, and happen with an equal frequency, λ. When the first common input is active but the two other common inputs are silent, the pattern probabilities of three postsynaptic neurons are given as
This situation happens in (λ∆)(1 − λ∆) 2 × 100% of the bins. The probabilities of activity patterns at which neurons receive from the second (third) common input, P 2 A (x) (P 3 A (x)), are given similarly to this equation. Here we note that the common inputs may be simultaneously applied at the same bin because of their independence. Namely, two common inputs coincide at (λ∆) 2 (1 − λ∆) × 100% of the bins. The pattern probability in the bins at which common inputs 1 and 2 coincide is given by P 12
Similarly, we define P 23 A (x) and P 13 A (x) for the bins at which the common inputs 2 and 3, and the common inputs 1 and 3 coincide, respectively. Finally, all common inputs coincide at (λ∆) 3 × 100% of the bins, at which the pattern probability is given by P 123
the parallel spike sequences are modeled as a mixture of these probability mass functions,
The triple-wise interaction parameters computed from simulated spike sequences of postsynaptic neurons are compared with the theoretical predictions, using the mixture models ( Fig 5A  and B, Left) . Activities of neurons that receive a simultaneous common excitatory input (star architecture) are characterized by positive triple-wise interactions (Fig 5A, Left) whereas activities of neurons that receive independent common excitatory inputs to pairs (triangular architecture) are characterized by negative triple-wise interactions (Fig 5B Left) . Figure 5A and B, Right, show a decreasing trend for triple-wise interaction as the bin size increases; by the same reason given for pairwise interaction (Fig 3A, Right) . The dependency of the triple-wise interaction on the common input rate is also shown in right panels in Fig 5A and B . Figure 5C shows triple-wise interactions under star (Top) and triangular (Bottom) architectures for excitatory (Right) and inhibitory (Left) common input as a function of scaled diffusion coefficient D/(τ m V 2 θ ) and scaled amplitude A/(τ m V θ ). A single common excitatory input, in the star architecture, significantly increases the probability that all three neurons spike in the observation time window of ∆, P (1, 1, 1); whereas a single common inhibitory input increases the probability of the reverse pattern, P (0, 0, 0). This simply changes the sign of θ t 123 in Eq 15. In the triangular architecture, with common excitatory input, however, each common input causes postsynaptic spike for two neurons and does not drive the other one. This primarily increases P (1, 1, 0) (or any other of its permutations) and attenuate the fraction (Eq 15); it means negative θ t 123 . For common inhibitory input, the probability of the reversed pattern, P (0, 0, 1) (or any other permutations) increases; this results in larger nominator in Eq 15 and positive triplewise interaction. These results demonstrate that not only the type of common input (excitation or inhibition) but also the underlying architecture (star or triangular) determines the sign of triple-wise interactions. This helps us to relate the ubiquitously observed negative triple-wise interaction in activities of cortical neurons (Ohiorhenuan et al., 2010; Ohiorhenuan and Victor, 2011; Shimazaki et al., 2012; Yu et al., 2011) to either star architecture with inhibitory input or triangular structure with excitatory input. Notably, in both architectures, the triple-wise interactions for the common inhibitory inputs are significantly weaker, i.e. harder to measure experimentally, than those expected for common excitatory inputs.
Network structure and common input type explain neural activity in vivo; comparison with experimental data
Above observations raise a question; whether we can select the type of common input and underlying architecture that can explain the event activity of neuronal population. Figure 6 shows the first-order, pairwise and triple-wise interactions of 3 neurons in star or triangular architecture, receiving either common excitatory or inhibitory inputs. The interactions are calculated for some different values of scaled amplitude of common input (A/(τ m V θ )) and diffusion coefficient Common input rate,  [Hz] Star architecture C Triangular architecture
Excitatory common input Inhibitory common input
Inhibitory common inputs to pairs
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[ms] (D/(τ m V 2 θ )) which cover the physiologically plausible range. Figure 6A shows that the same θ t 1 may be realized by different combinations of A/(τ m V θ ) and D/(τ m V 2 θ ) for two architectures and common input type; thus it would be impossible to identify the underlying architecture and the type of common input only from the first-order parameter.
Nevertheless, we found that the four combinatorial cases occupy distinct regions in the θ t 12 versus θ t 123 plane ( Fig 6B) . Thus, in principle, by investigating the interaction parameters, it is The triple-wise interaction versus pairwise interaction for star and triangular architectures with common excitatory and inhibitory inputs. The symbols and the color code are as in (A). The arrows indicate the increasing direction of the scaled amplitude parameter (i.e. A/(τ m V θ )) and the filled symbols show the saturation points. The inset illustrates the interactions in the neighborhood of origin. Comparing (A) and (B), it is clear that θ t 1 can hardly be used to distinguish between star and triangular architectures, whereas the two dimensional map of θ t 123 versus θ t 12 can distinctly separate different architectures and even the type of common inputs especially when the interactions are not very weak. Fixed parameters are ∆ = 5ms and λ = 5Hz. possible to identify the underlying architecture and the type of common inputs (excitation or inhibition) to three homogeneous LIF neurons. However, within each of the conditions (except for star architecture with common excitatory inputs), the parameters overlap, which makes it impossible to identify the underlying parameters such as the input's amplitude or diffusion coefficient from the interaction parameters. Finally, both pairwise and triple-wise interactions are considerably weak when the neurons receive inhibitory inputs. It means, substantially sparser population activity due to the higher-order interaction can be generated if they are produced from common excitatory inputs under the triangular architecture, rather than common inhibitory inputs under the star architecture. Figure 4b ). The data is recorded from V1 neurons of Macaque Monkeys using tetrodes. They analyzed the relation between triple-wise interaction (Eq 15) of three neurons (ordinate) and an average marginal pairwise interaction (Eq 11) of neuron pairs in the group (abscissa). Red and blue filled symbols represent interactions of neurons within 300 and 600µm vicinity respectively while unfilled grey symbol shows interaction of neurons at > 1000 microns distance. The dashed black line shows interactions theoretically obtained by assuming triangular architecture with common excitatory inputs, using a tiny value of D/(τ m V 2 θ ) = 4 × 10 −8 for different A/(τ m V θ ). Similarly, the blue dashed line is the prediction for star architecture with common inhibitory inputs using the largest value D/(τ m V 2 θ ) = 4, that we could compute without numerical instability. The right panel magnifies near the origin of the left figure. Here the green (red) dashed line shows the lower (upper) boundaries for star architecture with common excitatory inputs (triangular architecture with common inhibitory inputs). Fixed parameters are ∆ = 5ms and λ = 5Hz. The data reveals that nearby neurons (red filled symbols) receive pair of excitatory inputs in triangular architecture rather than inhibitory inputs in star architecture.
In Fig 7, we compare experimental data with our theoretical predictions. The previous study (Ohiorhenuan and Victor, 2011) investigated the relation between triple-wise interaction (Eq 15) of three neurons (ordinate) and an average marginal pairwise interactions (Eq 11) of neuron pairs in the group (abscissa). Their analysis showed that many of local neurons that are separated within 300 µm exhibited positive pairwise and negative triple-wise interactions. According to the analysis in the previous section, there are two alternative hypotheses to explain such interactions: common excitatory inputs with the triangular architecture or inhibitory inputs with the star architecture. Between the two, we found that triangular architecture with common excitatory inputs can reproduce the empirical interactions. The dashed black line shows theoretical interactions, assuming the triangular architecture with common excitatory inputs, using a very small value of D/(τ m V 2 θ ) = 4 × 10 −8 for different A/(τ m V θ ). Note that the interactions expected for larger and more physiologically plausible values of D/(τ m V 2 θ ) occupy in-between this line and the abscissa. Thus, this architecture is likely to reproduce most of the empirical interactions found in neurons in a local circuitry. To the contrary, it is unlikely for star architecture with common inhibitory input to explain the strong negative interactions (see the blue dashed line; Note that interactions expected for smaller values of D/(τ m V 2 θ ) occupy in-between this line and the ordinate).
Discussion
The aim of this study is to make a link between network architecture, statistics of neural activity and nonlinearity between input and output of the neurons. To connect network architecture with population activity, we firstly used the established conditional ISI density of LIF neurons receiving signaling input near the threshold regime (Shomali et al., 2018) . We computed the probability density of spiking after common input arrival and the corresponding cumulative density of spiking within a given time window. Then, we obtained the probabilities of binary activity patterns of two neurons, after common input arrival. The activity patterns in the binned spike data were approximated as a mixture of two probability mass functions: The one that describes population patterns after receiving the common input, and the other that describes population patterns when there is no common input. We assessed the strength of neural interaction using the information geometric measure of correlations. Extending this scheme to three-neurons analysis, we derived triple-wise interactions of a set of postsynaptic neurons receiving common signaling input (excitatory or inhibitory) in different neural architectures (star or triangle). By doing so, we connected the synaptic inputs, membrane dynamics, threshold nonlinearity, network architecture, and also statistics of the population activity. Our results point to the possibility of inferring the underlying neuronal architectures and the type of common input, using pairwise and triple-wise neural interactions. We also showed for a specific set of data (Ohiorhenuan et al., 2010) in comparison with the analytical result, excitatory shared inputs to pairs of neurons rather than inhibition to trios can explain the data; it can be the architecture behind the observed negative triple-wise interactions.
Several studies of higher-order interactions among models of neurons reveal key features of neural activity, and suggest mechanisms underlying the observed interactions in a neural pool (Barreiro et al., 2014; Cayco-Gajic et al., 2015; Montangie and Montani, 2017; Montani et al., 2013; Shimazaki et al., 2015; Zylberberg and Shea-Brown, 2015) . For example, there exist a simple model of neurons, known as the Dichotomized Gaussian (DG) model (Amari et al., 2003; Macke et al., 2009 Macke et al., , 2011 Tchumatchenko et al., 2010) ; it is composed of threshold devices that receive inputs sampled from a correlated multivariate Gaussian distribution. The output binary patterns of this model exhibit characteristic higher-order interactions, namely positive pairwise and negative triple-wise interactions (Shimazaki et al., 2015; Yu et al., 2011) , which results in the observed sparse activity (Shimazaki et al., 2015) . How-ever, it was speculated that common inhibitory inputs can also generate the same neural interactions (Ohiorhenuan and Victor, 2011; Shimazaki et al., 2015) . Hence, the plausibility of these two scenarios in different network architectures remained to be studied. The DG model based on the Gaussian approximation for common synaptic inputs (Amari et al., 2003; Leen and Shea-Brown, 2015; Macke et al., 2011; Montangie and Montani, 2015) as well as extended DG model for non-Gaussian inputs (Barreiro et al., 2014; Montani, 2017, 2018) are limited in investigating the outcome of these two different architectures. DG models do not incorporate the dynamics of synapses and membrane potentials, and are not suitable for investigating types of synaptic inputs in different architectures. Here, we tried to fill the gap by introducing a quantitative analytic method that links intrinsic membrane dynamics, structure and strength of common inputs, and nonlinearity of input-output neural spiking, to the spiking statistics and interactions among neurons.
Using our analytical solution, we clarified that: (i) positive pairwise and negative triple-wise interactions are produced if either each pair of neurons receive common excitatory input (triangular architecture with common excitatory input) or if all neurons receive common inhibitory input (star architecture with common inhibitory input); (ii) interaction values are significantly weaker when all neurons receive common inhibitory input; (iii) the two scenarios are clearly distinguishable in the plane of pairwise and triple-wise interaction values within the physiological ranges of parameters we examined (see Fig 5C and Fig 6B) . Parallel to our analytical results using the regularly applied common inputs, we performed a set of simulations in which we apply Poisson common inputs. The results mentioned above are also reconfirmed in these simulations.
According to (i), to explain the observed positive pairwise and negative triple-wise interactions, we expect that excitatory signaling inputs are shared by two but not by more neurons, or inhibitory inputs are shared by at least three neurons. This scenario is consistent with the observed sparse connections among excitatory neurons (Holmgren et al., 2003; Ikegaya et al., 2013; Lefort et al., 2009) and also suggests dense inhibitory to excitatory connections observed in some experimental studies (Fino and Yuste, 2011; Packer and Yuste, 2011) . Based on (ii), the interactions are considerably weak when neurons receive inhibitory inputs. Therefore sufficiently strong negative triple-wise interactions observed in the experiments (Ohiorhenuan et al., 2010; Ohiorhenuan and Victor, 2011; Shimazaki et al., 2015; Yu et al., 2011) are not likely to be reproduced by only common inhibitory inputs to trios. Shared excitatory inputs to pairs can reproduce the strong negative triple-wise interactions. This result implies that the synaptic architecture where excitatory inputs are sparsely shared across neurons is prevalent in some neural systems.
Besides, (iii) suggests that one can identify the underlying architecture and type of common input (excitation or inhibition) if the higher-order interactions are obtained with sufficient accuracy. Using our exact solution of the LIF model, we showed that the triangular and star architectures have distinct signatures in the pairwise and triple-wise interaction plane; this makes identification of these two architectures possible. Investigating experimental data of (Ohiorhenuan and Victor 2011, Fig 4b) in our framework (Fig 7) suggests that nearby neurons within 300 µm form excitatory triangular architecture, however for far away neurons (≥ 600 µm) no concrete suggestion can be made. The weaker interactions of the distant neurons may be due to lack of common inputs, or it can also be attributed to the heterogeneity of these neurons that cancels out interactions by mixing different architectures and types of common inputs.
Extending our method to investigate such conditions is the next step of this study.
The quantitative model we introduced here, is based on two distinct network architectures (triangle or star) with either excitatory or inhibitory shared inputs. It is interesting to see if mixtures of excitatory and inhibitory common inputs in both triangle and star architectures can lead to the observed negative triple-wise interactions. We also analyzed the model that each time two architectures are mixed. The result showed that the excitatory triangle architecture was still the prevailing architecture to generate the observed negative triple-wise interactions (data not shown here). Furthermore, in this study, we consider only feedforward connections (common inputs) and did not include inter-connections between excitatory postsynaptic neurons. The time window we consider after signal arrival is around 5ms, which is short for recurrent or feedback signal arrival which usually takes more time (two synapses or more, 15 − 20ms) comparing with the time of stimulus onset and signal arrival. In addition, the observed sparse connectivity of pyramidal neurons (Holmgren et al., 2003; Lefort et al., 2009; Markram et al., 1997; Mizusaki et al., 2016) may support the analysis of considering common input for pyramidal neurons in the animal cortex. It is also studied in the mature animals that the pyramidal neurons in visual cortex are not interconnected (Jiang et al., 2015) . However, it remains to be examined if recurrent and more complicated connections of networks change the predicted architecture for explaining the observed sparse activity.
Our theoretical method is valid for neurons with membrane potentials close to the threshold of spiking and the background noise is assumed to be Gaussian. These assumptions are motivated by the recent study (Tan et al., 2014) that shows V1 neurons operate near the threshold regime and the background noise would be uncorrelated during sensory stimulation. It would be open for future investigation to extend this method when the voltage of neuron is far from the threshold. The other assumption is that the firing rate of signaling input is low and sparse (Wolfe et al., 2010) and less than the firing rate of the postsynaptic neuron. So just one or none spike of signaling input occurs between two spikes of the postsynaptic neuron. The next step to extend this method would be to consider the cases with the high firing rate of signaling input comparing with postsynaptic neuron's rate(see Appendix III in Shomali et al. 2018) .
Here, we provided a theoretical tool to predict network architecture and types of neurons (excitatory/inhibitory) from activity of neurons recorded in vivo, based on the dynamics of a standard neuron model. While it is quite challenging to perform in vivo patch clamp of common inputs and postsynaptic neurons at the same time, such an experiment that can directly identify input types and structure of the networks from living animals is helpful to improve the prediction by this method, and make it applicable to a variety of in vivo data.
